Casalini and Roland [Phys. Rev. E 69, 062501 (2004); J. Non-Cryst. Solids 353, 3936 (2007)] and other authors have found that both the dielectric relaxation times and the viscosity, η, of liquids can be expressed solely as functions of the group (TV γ ), where T is the temperature, V is the molar volume, and γ a state-independent scaling exponent. Here we report scaling exponents γ , for the viscosities of 46 compounds, including 11 ionic liquids. A generalization of this thermodynamic scaling to other transport properties, namely, the self-diffusion coefficients for ionic and molecular liquids and the electrical conductivity for ionic liquids is examined. Scaling exponents, γ , for the electrical conductivities of six ionic liquids for which viscosity data are available, are found to be quite close to those obtained from viscosities. Using the scaling exponents obtained from viscosities it was possible to correlate molar conductivity over broad ranges of temperature and pressure. However, application of the same procedures to the self-diffusion coefficients, D, of six ionic and 13 molecular liquids leads to superpositioning of poorer quality, as the scaling yields different exponents from those obtained with viscosities and, in the case of the ionic liquids, slightly different values for the anion and the cation. This situation can be improved by using the ratio (D/T), consistent with the Stokes-Einstein relation, yielding γ values closer to those of viscosity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Establishing quantitative relations linking relaxation and transport properties with molecular interactions is necessary for the fundamental understanding of the dynamic properties of liquids. A significant step in this process has been the development of the thermodynamic scaling concept employed by Roland, Casalini and co-workers, [1] [2] [3] among others, 4 , 5 who have found that both the dielectric relaxation times, τ , and the viscosities, η, can be expressed solely as functions of the variable (TV γ ), where T is the temperature, V is the molar volume, and γ is a scaling parameter. This parameter primarily reflects the repulsive intermolecular forces. This is expressed by the following relation:
where x is the dynamic property of interest and ρ is the density. For a repulsive potential represented by a simple inverse power law (IPL) potential, γ = n/3, where n is the power exponent of the repulsive potential. 6 For complex molecules or ions, γ can also include contributions from internal molecular modes, such as vibrations and torsions, and be affected by the attractive intermolecular forces; for viscosities of a large number of compounds, chosen to represent different types of a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
josefa.fernandez@usc.es. molecular interactions, including hexane, squalane, polymers, alcohols, and ionic liquids 2, 7 γ ranges from 0.13 to 13. Most of the studies carried out to date examine experimental data for either dielectric relaxation times 1, 3, 4, 8, 9 or viscosities. 2, 5, 7, 10 There are a few studies that compare the values of the exponent γ obtained from these two properties: in these cases, the viscous liquids o-terphenyl, 4 glycerol, 5 salol, 11 and di-n-butyl phthalate, 2 the two γ values are found to be almost identical for a given substance.
Studies on the scaling of other transport properties such as the self-diffusion coefficient, D, and the electrical conductivity σ are fewer still. Coslovich and Roland 12 have performed a molecular dynamics simulation of diffusion in a mixture of Lennard-Jones spheres in order to examine the relation of the γ parameter to the exponent of the repulsive term of the intermolecular potential, n. The scaling exponent was found to be greater than n/3 for Lennard-Jones n-6 liquids. Schrøder et al. 13 have performed computer simulations on two model molecular liquids: an asymmetric dumb-bell model and the Lewis-Wahnström ortho-terphenyl (OTP) model, applying density scaling to a reduced diffusion coefficient estimated from long-time mean-square displacements. The same authors 14 concluded that for a given liquid, not only are the state points with the same value of TV γ expected to have the same scaled liquid-state structure (as reflected by the radial distribution function), and reduced diffusion coefficient, but that every aspect of the dynamics should be the same when expressed in reduced units. Recently, Habasaki et al. 15 performed a molecular dynamics study of thermodynamic scaling of the glass-transition dynamics in an ionic liquid, observing that scaling is related to the common part of effective potentials related to the pair correlation functions, including the many-body effect in real space. In another work, Papathanassiou 16 has described the density scaling of the diffusion coefficient at constant temperature using an elastic solid-state point defect model. Subsequently, Papathanassiou and Sakellis 17 using the same model, have shown that the scaling exponent γ describing the density scaling of the diffusivity can be related to the pressure derivative of the isothermal bulk modulus.
Papathanassiou 16 pointed out the need to experimentally investigate the density and temperature scaling of the diffusion coefficient in viscous liquids. Harris, 18 in an examination of the fractional form of the Stokes-Einstein equation (FSE),
for scaling self-diffusion coefficients and viscosities of model and real liquids, made use of the large literature database available for molecular and ionic liquids (ILs). Equation (1) was applied 18 to both the viscosity and the diffusion coefficient in the form (D/T), to carbon dioxide and toluene, yielding similar, though not identical, γ values for the two properties in each case.
There is some work in the literature on the fractional Walden rule related to the electrical conductivities of ILs, but we are not aware of any application of Eq. (1) to this property. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In this work, we analyze the thermodynamic scaling of the electrical conductivities of 11 ionic liquids, together with the self-diffusion coefficients of 13 molecular and six ionic liquids. We use the form employed by Casalini and Roland 1 for dielectric relaxation times, τ , for the function, , of Eq. (1), analyzing the relations between the parameters of this function for both the relaxation times and viscosity values.
II. THERMODYNAMIC SCALING AND MODELS
Casalini et al. 24 have deduced a function, , for the thermodynamic scaling equation (1), from a modification of the Avramov entropic model 25 for glass-transition dynamics. This model is based on the notion that molecular motions are thermally activated, with a jump frequency, as in the solid state: consequently it differs from models based on kinetic theory. For Avramov and Milchev, 26 the relaxation time, τ , and the entropy S are related through the following expression:
where ε (=E max /σ r ) is the ratio of the maximum energy barrier and σ r is the dispersion of the reference state of entropy S r . Z is the system degeneracy, i.e., the number of available pathways for local motion of a molecular (or macromolecular) segment. τ 0 is the limiting value of τ at high temperatures. Casalini et al. 24 have calculated the change of entropy with the assumed constraints that the heat capacity at constant volume, C V , does not change with temperature and that the difference between the heat capacities at constant pressure and at constant volume, (C p − C V ), does not change with volume. Under these conditions, the relaxation times are given by
where T r and V r are a reference temperature and volume, respectively, γ G is the Grüneisen constant,
and α p is the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient. Casalini et al. 24 introduced the parameter, D,
Rewriting Eq. (4) as
In this equation the parameters τ 0 , ε, γ G , and D, as well as the reference temperature T r and the reference volume V r , are constant. This relation is consistent with the scaling equation (1). Casalini et al. 24 rewrote Eq. (7) as
), T g , and V g being the glass transition temperature and volume, respectively. A very similar equation was also obtained by Casalini et al. 24 within the framework of the fluctuation theory of Landau and Lifshitz. 27 Casalini and Roland 1 have recently applied Eq. (8) to several glass-forming liquids in the form,
where they introduced an empirical relation between φ and γ , and demonstrated the relationship of φ to the isochoric fragility, m V . Although in the version of the Avramov model applied by Casalini et al., 24 it follows that γ should be equal to γ G , the equality does not hold. γ G must be adjusted to remove contributions to the heat capacity not involved in structural relaxation, and it is also necessary to allow for the nonideal behavior of the thermal pressure coefficient (∂P/∂T) V . Then, when Eq. (9) is used it is not assumed that γ is equal to the γ G .
Recently Paluch et al. 28 have derived Eq. (9) assuming that E max is density dependent with a scaling exponent γ EOS . In this new version γ G again does not coincide with γ . Instead these authors obtained a relation between the scaling exponent γ for the relaxation times, a second scaling exponent γ EOS derived from the equation of state, and the Grüneisen constant. Indeed, as Eq. (9) is compatible with both versions of the Avramov model, that employed by Casalini et al. 24 and the derivation of Paluch et al., 28 the equations derived in the present work are in accord with both frameworks and our γ values therefore should be not considered as Grüneisen constants. Pensado et al. 7 used a similar form of Eq. (9) to determine γ values from the viscosity of 22 molecular liquids and seven ionic liquids:
In this work we fit analogous equations for the molar conductivity, ,
the product (T ),
the electrical conductivity, σ ,
and the ratio (D/T),
Equations (10)- (15) are used in the next sections to analyze the relationships between the diffusion coefficients, the electrical conductivities, and the viscosities, in order to see whether there is a unique γ value for these 3 transport properties for a given substance.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Viscosity
We have obtained the characteristic parameters of Eq. (10), η 0 , A η , γ η , and φ η , for 46 compounds, by fitting the viscosities using a nonlinear least squares method. The values of the scaling exponents of the molecular and ionic liquids are presented in Tables I and II , respectively (more detailed information can be seen from the supplementary material 29 including all the parameters involved in the fit, their standard deviation, the regression coefficients, and the bibliographical sources of the experimental data employed for the calculations). In previous work 7 we published the values of the scaling parameter γ for 29 compounds using the same equation, but these were calculated using a slightly different method to the one employed here. Different γ values were chosen, at intervals of 0.05, and then, the other three parameters of Eq. (10) were adjusted to yield that value of γ which provided the best regression statistics. Omission of the φ parameter, as 30 In order to assess Eq. (10) graphically, we plot the same data as a function of ρ γ T −1 in Fig. 1(b) . The data collapse onto a single master curve.
Casalini and Roland 1 have fitted the relaxation times of 14 glass-forming liquids using Eq. (9). They obtained values between 2 and 7.8 for the parameter φ, with γ ranging from 1.9 to 8.3. These characteristic parameters obey the relations φγ = (17.9 ± 3.7) and φ = (20.8 ± 0.9)/(1 + γ ). 1 In the case of viscosities, the values of φ (Table S1 of Ref. 29 ) range from 0.31 to 3.14 and those of γ from 1.76 to 13.54. Thus for both properties, viscosity and relaxation times, φ tends to increase with the molecular size within a given chemical family and also appears to increase with the strength of the interactions between the molecules, being larger for ionic liquids where electrostatic interactions are added to van der Waals forces. The values of the parameter γ (see Tables I and  II) behave in an inverse manner, decreasing with increasing size, being larger for liquids composed of small molecules interacting only through van der Waals forces and lower for ionic liquids and associated molecular compounds. The three alkanols (methanol, ethanol, and 1-propanol) and two alkoxyethanols deviate from the φ(γ ) behavior given by the rest of compounds analyzed in this work, giving values lower than those to be expected from the γ exponents. Recent results on the scaling of relaxation times of 2-ethyl-1-hexanol performed by Pawlus et al., 31 Reiser et al., 32 and Fragiadakis et al. 33 suggest that materials with strong H-bond interactions only conform with the scaling concept over limited ranges of pressure, as eventually a pressure is reached above which the scaling parameter increases with the relaxation time. Thus it is not unexpected that the behavior of alcohols deviates from that of the other compounds considered here. Figure 2 shows that the curve φ η (γ η ) is very similar to that obtained by Casalini and Roland 1 for relaxation times, but φ values from viscosities are lower than those derived by these authors. 1 Thus, the product φ η γ η is approximately constant with an average for all the materials of φ η γ η = (5.7 ± 2.1), whereas for relaxation times 1 this product is much higher, at 17.9. Hence, for the same scaling coefficient, γ , the φ values are lower for viscosities than for relaxation times.
The curve represented in Fig. 2 is given by the following equation:
It is interesting to note that we have found φ η values lower than 1 for 24 compounds, whereas for the relaxation times of the 14 glass-forming liquids analyzed by Casalini are experimental values over broad pressures and temperature ranges up to very high pressures (around 1 GPa), new Stickel curves with a maximum, in which three dynamic regions 34, 35 are defined (roughly before, around, and after the maximum). Clearly, these types of Stickel curves cannot be described with a single φ η value, as has been show by Bair 35 for decamethyl tetrasiloxane. Nevertheless, it can be seen that for the compounds studied here, most fall roughly in the same φ η (γ η ) curve, whether their φ η values are higher or lower than 1,
B. Electrical conductivity
Harris et al. 20, 21, 36 4 ] ILs from viscosities range from 2.14 to 2.98, whereas those from electrical conductivities range from 2.29 to 2.64 (Tables S1  and S2 ).
29 Figure 3 presents an example of the fit of Eq. (11) to the values of (T,V) for the IL [C 6 C 1 im][PF 6 ], whereas Fig. 4 presents the superposition of curves for the five imidazolium ionic liquids considered in this work. The quality of the superposition of the electrical conductivity is similar to that observed for the viscosity of these compounds. 7 The values of the scaling exponent for the ionic liquids containing the [BF 4 ]
− anion are lower than those for the ILs with the [PF 6 ] − anion. Furthermore, for both imidazolium and ammonium ILs, increasing the length of the side alkyl chain of the cations leads to a decrease in the scaling exponent.
We have also performed for the previously considered ionic liquids the superpositioning of the product of the electrical conductivity (T,V) and the temperature using Eq. (12), following the Stokes-Einstein formulation employed by Voronel et al. 39 The parameters and correlation coefficients are presented in Table S3 . 29 The quality of the superpositioning is quite similar to that of the viscosity and molar conductivity, with the γ values being quite close, though slightly lower than those obtained from molar conductivities (Table II) .
If we fit the electrical conductivity, σ , instead of the molar conductivity [Eq. (13) ] the quality of the superposition and the γ values are also very similar (Table II) . Thus superpositioning appears to apply equally well to both definitions of the electrical conductivity but we have chosen the molar conductivity since this is the property that is more straightforwardly related to the other transport properties, 
(T, V) and D(T,V)/T for n-octane,
respectively. The quality of the superpositioning, both for the diffusion coefficients and the ratio (D/T), is not quite as good as it is for the viscosity and the electrical and molar conductivities, as can easily be observed by comparing the correlation coefficients of Tables S1 to S8 (See Ref. 29 ). This may reflect the different ranges of temperature and pressure covered by the available data which depend in part on the experimental techniques employed: as a particular case, the temperature range of the diffusion data for the ionic liquids can be limited for technical reasons related to the short T 2 relaxation times of these substances, which can be strongly dependent on temperature and pressure. 20, 36 One of the goals of this work is to check the performance of the thermodynamic scaling model in describing the transport properties of ionic and molecular liquids using the same characteristic parameter γ so, for this purpose, using the ratio (D/T) seems more convenient. For most of the compounds, the superposition of D fails when the γ values obtained from viscosities (or electrical conductivities) are used, although better superposition is found when (D/T) is used. The broadest spreads in the scaling parameters obtained from viscosities and (D/T) are found for n-hexane, octane, cyclopentane, benzene, and acetonitrile; nevertheless we should take into account that the quality and range of the experimental data can affect the values of the scaling exponent obtained.
The self-diffusion coefficient is a property for which there are generally fewer high-pressure data available in the literature than, say for viscosity. The temperature and pressure ranges of the data available are sometimes limited, and also data from different sources can show large discrepancies in some cases; e.g., alkanols leading to a less certain analysis using the thermodynamic scaling. The following trends can be determined for ILs from the results of Table II less than unity, except for 1-propanol and toluene, although for the six ILs, the φ D/T values are greater than unity. In Fig. 7 , we present the dependence of the parameter φ D/T on γ D/T and it can be seen that this figure is very similar to 
D. Thermodynamic scaling: Relation to molecular structure
We now examine some apparent trends with molecular structure in the parameters listed in Table I . For the linear alkanes, it appears that the scaling exponent diminishes with a larger number of methylene groups in the molecule, so that increasing the flexibility of the molecule appears to soften the effective intermolecular potential. The same trend is obtained for the series of pentaerythritol tetra-esters [pentaerythritol tetrapentanoate (PEC5), pentaerythritol tetraheptanoate (PEC7), and pentaerythritol tetranonanoate (PEC9)], and for the series of three poly-ethers [diethyleneglycol dimethylether (DEGDME), triethyleneglycol dimethylether (TriEGDME), and tetraethyleneglycol dimethylether (TEGDME)]. It is interesting that the values of the scaling exponent for cyclohexane obtained from both the viscosities (γ = 12.44) and the self-diffusion coefficients (γ D/T = 12.31) are very close to that obtained for n-hexane from its viscosities (γ = 11.33), and to the value obtained for decalin (γ = 11.89). These are all compounds whose main molecular structure is formed by six carbon atoms (two rings in the case of decalin). The number of possible conformations of the molecules is reflected in the scaling exponent, so molecules of similar structure give values of the scaling exponent that are very similar. Another set of such compounds is made up of aromatics. For toluene we have obtained γ = 7.52 in very close agreement with value of γ = 7.5 published by Roland et al. 2 We have obtained values of γ = 7.14 for benzene, γ = 12.32 for m-xylene, and γ = 9.23 for tetralin. These are examples of molecules where the π -interactions are important. Adding methyl groups or cyclic groups (tetralin) to the aromatic ring seems to increase the value of the scaling exponent γ . This may be related to the loss of the delocalization of the π -electrons in the aromatic ring. The γ value for 1-methylnaphthalene is 6.19, lower than that of benzene. In this case, the presence of two aromatic rings leads to a decrease of the characteristic scaling parameter. It seems that the higher the contribution of π -interactions to a molecule, the lower is the scaling exponent. For alkanols, which are compounds with strong hydrogen bonds we observe that for both from viscosity and self-diffusion coefficients the scaling parameter increases from methanol to ethanol, but decreases from ethanol to 1-propanol. It is possible that the increasing length of the alkyl chain from methanol to ethanol disrupts the H-bond network, and this is reflected in an increase in the scaling parameter. On the other hand when the length of the alkyl chain becomes longer still, the molecules are more similar to the normal alkanes, and the exponent γ then diminishes. A similar trend is observed for the alkoxyethanols, with the maximum value of the scaling parameter being obtained for 2-ethoxyethanol.
Turning to ionic liquids (Table II) Besides the change in the conformational flexibility of the cations, longer alkyl side chains are thought to induce a nanometer-scale segregation between regions of high charge density (the imidazolium head-groups and the anions) and regions of low charge density (the nonpolar alkyl side chains). 41 This kind of self-organization is more pronounced for longer side chains and it also corresponds to the larger importance of van der Waals interactions (that increase as the side chain increases) relative to the Coulombic terms (that tend to remain almost constant). The dynamics of the ionic liquids are affected by these structural effects. It should be expected that the values of γ decrease with increasing side-chain length, since we are progressively moving toward a more complex liquid, showing persistent microscopic structures and slower dynamics, 42 in an effect that is comparable to that observed in the linear alkanes, pentaerythritol esters, or glycols. Lower values of the scaling parameter for tetraalkylamonium [BF 4 ] − ILs, compared with the imidazolium ILs are also likely caused by the presence of the side alkyl chains, that lead to an increase in the complexity of the liquid structure, reflected by low values of the scaling parameter.
E. Thermodynamic scaling: Activation energy and fragility
The γ parameter gives information about the respective influences of temperature and volume on the dynamic properties. For a regime of thermal energy-activated dynamics, the thermal energy dominates the behavior of the system and γ = 0, whereas in the limit of hard spheres, the volume is the main parameter and γ → ∞. 43 In this last case, the isochoric activation energy, E v = R(∂lnτ /∂T) V ) −1 goes to zero. Hence, there is a correlation between the parameter γ and the ratio of the constant volume and constant pressure activation energies, E V /E p , at any given reference temperature and pressure. This ratio ranges from 0 to 1, as the dynamics are dominated by the either volume or temperature. 3 For relaxation times, Casalini and Roland 9 obtained the following expression for the ratio E V /E p :
It is possible to derive relations 7 analogous to Eq. (17) for the ratio between the isochoric and isobaric activation energies obtained from the viscosity, self-diffusion coefficients, or the electrical conductivity in place of the relaxation times. Consequently, if the thermodynamic scaling parameters for the viscosity, self-diffusion coefficients, or the electrical conductivity and for the relaxation times are the same [Eq. (1)], the ratio E V /E p then must also be the same, even though E V and E p may refer to different transport properties. Several studies show that for the examples of o-terphenyl, 4 glycerol, 5 salol, 11 and dibutyl phthalate, 2 the values of γ determined from both viscosity and relaxation times are indeed similar. For the ionic liquids examined in this work, we find that the electrical conductivities, the viscosities, and the (D/T) ratios also all yield very similar γ values, though in some cases the γ D/T are slightly lower than those for the viscosities and electrical conductivities. Taking into account that γ D values are generally lower still than those derived from viscosity and electrical conductivity coefficients, we can conclude from Eq. (17) that the temperature has slightly larger effect on the dynamics of the self-diffusion D than on either the viscosity or electrical conductivity. This can be explained by the fact that self-diffusion is related to the movements of individual ions or molecules, that is, can be represented by an integral over a velocity auto-correlation function, whereas electrical conductivity depends on the cross-correlation of the velocities of oppositely charged species, and the viscosity is influenced by momentum transfer through collisions of both types of ions irrespective of charge. It is possible to define activation energies at constant volume and at constant pressure from the ratio
, in order to use Eq. (17) for self-diffusion, a process that yields γ values similar to those derived from η and .
An important parameter used to describe the dynamics of super-cooled fluids is the fragility. 44 This can be defined as
where τ is (dielectric) relaxation time and T g is the glass temperature. Again, in this case, one can write an analogous relation for the viscosity (as well as for electrical conductivity and self-diffusion):
Roland and Casalini 3 have found that the fragility at atmospheric pressure, m p0 and the isochoric fragility, m V are linearly correlated properties. From Eqs. (9) and (18), it is simple to obtain:
where τ g is τ (T g ) (and is of the order of 10 s). Moreover, combination of Eq. (10) and (19) yields
where in this case we employ the generally accepted value of the viscosity 45 at T g η g = 10 12 Pa s. We have found that logη 0 has a small ranges of values (Table S1 of Ref. 29) , as Casalini and Roland 1 also found for logτ 0 of a set of 14 glass-forming liquids and polymers. In addition, they found a correlation between the thermodynamic scaling parameter, γ , and the m V obtained from relaxation times by using Eq. (20) and τ (T g ) = 10 s. In Fig. 8 we can see how the isochoric fragility obtained from viscosity values depends on the scaling parameter γ . Our database contains results for stronger compounds (with both lower m V and higher γ values) than those used by Casalini and Roland. 46 have found values around 10 −22 m 2 /s for several glass formers.
In the case of conductivities, from the Walden plot of tetrafluoroborate salts of various cations (see Fig. 9 in the article by Xu et al. 22 ) it can be concluded that the values of (T g ) are quite different for what were classified as "poor" ionic liquids and "good" ionic liquids. In other work on this problem, Sangoro et al. 47 have estimated a value of σ (T g ) value around 10 −14 S · m −1 for several ILs, based on experimental conductivity data. Further, Leys et al. 48 have recently suggested a somewhat larger value of σ (T g ) = 10 
F. Thermodynamic scaling of reduced diffusion and viscosities
Fragiadakis and Roland 49 and Galliero et al. 50 have recently proposed writing the scaling property in reduced or reduced residual forms, respectively. In this way, the comparison among molecular simulation results and experimental transport data becomes more straightforward. Fragiadakis and Roland 49 have argued that scaling implies that the intermolecular potential in dense fluid states can be approximated by an inverse power law, and that the scaling parameter γ is best determined from experimental data using reduced variables if γ is to be related to the steepness of the potential, n. [γ = n/3 for an "IPL liquid," where n is the repulsive force exponent]. The reduced forms for the viscosity and self-diffusion coefficient are 49, 50 
With such scaling, Fragiadakis and Roland 49 have found the same values for the scaling exponent γ * for the reduced viscosity and reduced self-diffusion coefficients of cyclohexane. To explore how general this result is we have performed the scaling of reduced viscosities and self-diffusion coefficients of the 13 molecular liquids and the six ionic liquids where there are literature values for both transport properties. The results are presented in Tables I and II . The values of the scaling exponents obtained from viscosities are lower when the reduced variable is used, whereas they are increased for self-diffusion, especially for the compounds where γ is large, that is when the role of the temperature in the transport properties is less important. This trend agrees with the results found by Fragiadakis and Roland 49 for the viscosities of toluene, hexane, and decane. Nevertheless, the changes in the scaling parameter consequent on the use of reduced properties is much less when γ is small, and the thermodynamic scaling parameters are hardly changed when reduced quantities are employed for ionic liquids and alcohols (Tables I and II), or for compounds with long molecules such as squalane. 49 We have verified that the effect of the volume is small in comparison with the effect of the temperature in performing the reduction. As the viscosity decreases with the temperature, the product ηT −1/2 decreases more strongly still, and the effect of temperature on the reduced viscosities is stronger than on the actual viscosities. This is the reason why the scaling parameters are lower for reduced viscosities. On the other hand, diffusion coefficients increase with temperature, and hence the product DT 1/2 increases more strongly with the temperature than D itself. As the scaling parameters for unreduced viscosities are higher than those of unreduced diffusion coefficients, the use of reduced quantities brings the scaling coefficients obtained from both transport properties closer together. This effect is similar to what we find when we use the diffusion coefficient-temperature ratio D/T instead of the diffusion coefficient, D.
Keeping in mind that the main objective of this work is to provide a unified framework wherein the different transport properties of several fluids can be represented by a unique scaling parameter, it seems that the use of viscosity, electrical conductivity (in the case of the ionic liquids), and the ratio of the self-diffusion coefficients and the temperature (D/T) provide reasonable good results, of similar quality to those obtaining from reduced viscosity and self-diffusion coefficients. The use of scaling in reduced quantities has the advantages already commented upon, whereas its use for unreduced properties seems more convenient for the classification of compounds with either γ or E p /E V , according to the relative effects of the temperature and volume on these properties, one of the main achievements of the density scaling concept. 7, 9, 11 Thus, in this classification high γ values (in practice larger than 25) and E v /E P near zero represents the behavior of several Van der Waals liquids 7, 51 such as 2,3-dimethylpentane and carbon dioxide, for which viscosity does not depend explicitly on the temperature, i.e., η, but there can be no compounds for which the reduced viscosity does not depend on the temperature, i.e., η * (ρ). Besides, we have used a reliable form for the total transport properties, quite well-established through the entropic model of Avramov and its newer revisions. 24, 28 Appropriate mathematical models for representation of scaling for reduced properties should be studied. (Fragiadakis and Roland 49 relied on graphical comparisons). Furthermore there are as yet no simulation data for electrical conductivities of model fluids able to represent ionic liquids and the definition of a reduced electrical conductivity does not seem straightforward.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The scaling exponents, γ , for 46 compounds (11 of them ionic liquids) were determined for viscosities using the function TV γ of Casalini and Roland. 1 Curves of φ(γ ) for viscosities show a similar form to those for the relaxation times, but the φ values are lower for viscosities. Curves of the isochoric fragility index, m v versus γ are similar for viscosities and relaxation times. The γ values present clear trends with the type of intermolecular and interionic forces for the compounds examined. Thus, for a given family of compounds, the values of the scaling parameter show net tendencies with the molecular structure, and in the case of ionic liquids, also show trends dependent on the ratio of the dispersive-repulsive interactions and the electrostatic interactions.
For the six ILs for which both electrical conductivities and viscosities are available at broad ranges of temperature and pressure, we have found that γ values obtained from viscosities, electrical conductivities, molar conductivities, and the product of the temperature by the molar conductivity are similar.
For the self-diffusion coefficients of the anion and cation for six ILs and the self-diffusion coefficients of 13 molecular liquids, superposition curves can be found for both D and D/T, but γ values obtained from D/T values are the more similar to those of the viscosities and electrical conductivities. For the ratio D/T we have used a similar function of TV γ to that previously employed for relaxation times 1 and viscosities. 7 The trends of the parameters φ D/T and γ D/T of this function for the molecular and ionic liquids are similar to those obtained from viscosities and φ D/T (γ D/T ) correlation curves are also similar to those obtained for viscosities and relaxation times. 1 The strong correlation between the parameter φ and γ indicates that the relevant parameter of the thermodynamic scaling concept is γ . Finally, the use of reduced quantities on viscosity and self-diffusion coefficients also leads to values of the scaling parameter that are closer than when actual quantities are considered.
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